Knee Extensor Mechanism Disruptions: A Review
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ABSTRACT

Native extensor mechanism (EM) injuries are rare but disabling injuries and can present significant treatment challenges, especially in cases of chronic injury or re-rupture. The goal of this review was to provide an overview of the evaluation and management pertaining to a spectrum of extensor mechanism disruptions. Quadriceps and patellar tendon ruptures comprise less than half of EM failures and are usually amenable to predictable repair and recovery regardless of repair method. While suture anchor and cortical button fixation may be biomechanically superior, no high-level clinical evidence exits to recommend a particular method at this time. Chronic tears and re-ruptures are complex problems for which multiple novel techniques have been described, most with acceptable outcomes. No comparative studies exist to recommend a particular method. Patellar fractures are the most common EM injuries and vary in complexity. Tension band wiring, fixed angle plating and mesh plating can be used successfully depending on the fracture pattern, with plating favored as comminution increases. Important considerations include stable fixation, restoration of articular surface, re-establishment of the EM and minimal hardware prominence. In this review, we highlight pertinent anatomy, surgical indications and methods of fixation for acute and chronic injuries of the native extensor mechanism with the goal of providing a concise, thorough understanding of the subject.
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INTRODUCTION

The knee’s extensor mechanism (EM) is formed by a unique linkage of the quadriceps and patellar tendons through the patella. Together, functional knee extension and normal gait are possible. EM injuries are relatively rare but can be disabling to patients and equally as challenging for surgeons to manage. New techniques are being developed to treat complex EM disruptions, especially for chronic injuries or failed primary repairs. The goal of this review is to highlight current management guidelines and evaluate the effectiveness of novel techniques being used for complex EM ruptures.

QUADRICEPS TENDON RUPTURES

Overview

Quadriceps tendon (QT) ruptures account for approximately one-third of EM injuries. Mechanism of injury is an indirect, eccentric contraction of the quadriceps muscle with the knee flexed. Greater than 85-90% of QT ruptures occur in males who are more likely to be obese and older than 40 years old. A history of previous tendinopathy or systemic disease is common, which may alter
inflammatory responses and tendinous blood flow. Conditions affecting tendon quality include renal disease, diabetes, inflammatory arthritides, and use of corticosteroids or fluoroquinolones. In women, 96% of QT ruptures were linked to systemic conditions, compared to 68% of males.

**Anatomy/Biomechanics**
The QT is the confluence of the rectus femoris and the three vastus muscles. The rectus femoris crosses the hip joint, lessening its relative role in knee extension. The vastus lateralis and medialis combine with fascia lata to form the extensor retinaculum which can maintain some knee extension with EM rupture. The quadriceps muscles are innervated by the femoral nerve. The vastus medialis blood supply is derived from branches of the femoral and popliteal arteries, while the remaining muscles are supplied by the lateral femoral circumflex artery. An area of hypovascularity has been described by Ciriello approximately 1-2 cm above the superior pole of the patella, making ruptures more common in this location. QT ruptures superior to the 2 cm landmark appear relatively rare.

**Examination/Imaging**
Patients with QT ruptures describe predictable injury mechanisms and an inability to extend the knee. If the extensor retinaculum remains intact, knee extension may be possible, but usually with some degree of extensor lag. Palpable defect at the superior patellar pole can be appreciated with complete rupture. If examination is equivocal, imaging may be useful for diagnosis. Plain radiographs demonstrate anterior tilt of the superior patella with patella baja or superior pole avulsions (Figure 1). MRI can differentiate between complete and partial tears and define degree of retraction and tendon quality in cases of chronic tear or re-rupture. MRI may also identify associated knee injuries although not regularly indicated with QT rupture due to rarity of associated injuries.

**Management**
Complete QT ruptures are an indication for surgical repair. Without adequate repair, extensor function is compromised, and ambulatory status significantly declines. Partial tears may be treated non-operatively with the knee braced in extension for at least six weeks. Repair should be performed within two to three weeks at the latest to prevent tendon retraction, scarring and compromised tissue quality. In addition to timing, the other primary factor affecting success is the fixation method. Mid-substance QT ruptures, while uncommon, can be successfully repaired using end-to-end suture fixation. With acute rupture from the superior patella, several techniques may be utilized for repair, with debate ongoing in regard to most efficacious methods. Regardless of chosen fixation, clean tendon edges should be prepared and a locking, grasping suture should be placed through the tendon (Figure 2). The "gold standard," of QT repair involves passing the suture ends through transosseous patellar drill tunnels and tying them over the inferior patellar. Some have suggested suture anchors used to fixate the tendon may provide increased load to failure with less repair site gapping, while offering comparable clinical outcomes. Suture and anchor type may also play a role in construct strength, as knotless anchors loaded with Arthrex SutureTape have demonstrated decreased cyclical displacement, improved stiffness and greater loads to failure compared to standard suture anchors and transosseous tunnels using high-strength #2 suture in biomechanical cadaveric studies. Other theoretical advantages to suture anchor fixation include smaller incisions, less soft tissue stripping and more aggressive early therapy. However, there is a paucity of literature comparing clinical outcomes with regards to fixation methods. One such study was performed by Plesser, examining 27 patients with no difference in outcomes or failures between transosseous and suture anchor repairs. Ciriello noted that transosseous drill holes were most commonly used, and did not appear to affect outcomes; however, they did not include studies using suture anchors. Arthroscopic repair techniques have been recently described with excellent functional results, no failures, and lower risk of wound complications. No comparative data exists comparing arthroscopic and open techniques, therefore it remains too soon to consider arthroscopic procedures equivalent. Overall, it appears transosseous and suture anchor fixation can provide acceptable outcomes in acute repairs. Although biomechanical and soft tissue advantages are seen...
with suture anchor use, comparative data continues to be lacking.

While acute QT repairs have predictable, satisfactory outcomes, chronic ruptures >3 weeks old and re-ruptures are challenging for surgeons. If tendon approximation is possible, primary repair techniques may be used. Depending on time duration from initial injury, augmentation may be considered, given progressive, underlying tendinous degeneration\(^\text{[17]}\). If tendon approximation is not possible, several options exist. Tendon V-Yplasty or Codivilla’s technique can be performed to lengthen the tendon and allow re-approximation\(^\text{[18]}\). Codivilla’s technique creates an inverted V in the QT which is sewed on top of the patella, while performing side to side closure of the created QT defect\(^\text{[18]}\). Unfortunately, outcomes have been poor with Codivilla’s technique\(^\text{[18]}\). In cases where this technique fails or a large defect remains, hamstring autograft augmentation is another option for repair. Specific hamstring augmentation techniques vary but semitendinosus and gracillis tendons are usually harvested and whipstitched. Some describe weaving the autograft through the QT with transosseous drill tunnels for final tendon fixation\(^\text{[19-21]}\). Maffulli passed the hamstring autograft through a transverse patellar tunnel, using the graft to reinforce the native QT\(^\text{[22]}\). All of these techniques are difficult and not easily compared. Rehman described a 10° extensor lag but all other aforementioned patients were able to return to daily activities with no re-ruptures\(^\text{[20]}\).

**PATELLA FRACTURES**

**Overview**

Patellar fractures comprise 1% of adult fractures and are six times more common than ruptures of the QT or patellar tendon (PT)\(^\text{[1,23,24]}\). There are two primary mechanisms of injury, which dictate fracture pattern. A direct blow to the anterior patella causes a more complex, comminuted fracture, while indirect tension forces from the QT and PT lead to transverse fractures\(^\text{[23,24]}\).

**Anatomy/Biomechanics**

The patella is the largest sesamoid bone, linked by the QT and PT and covered by extensor retinaculum. Seven facets are present, with three medial and lateral and an extra facet medially, devoid of cartilage, called the odd facet\(^\text{[23,24]}\). Vascular supply is formed by an anastomotic ring of the geniculate arteries with the most important branches penetrating the inferior patella and flowing retrograde, making proximal fractures susceptible to osteonecrosis\(^\text{[23,24]}\).

Biomechanically, the patella begins to engage the femoral trochlea at 20° of flexion and is fully engaged by 40°. Patellar articular cartilage is the thickest in the body in order to withstand forces up to seven times body weight with deep flexion\(^\text{[5]}\).

**Fracture Classification**

Patellar fractures can be identified as OTA 34A1-34C3, although classification is mostly descriptive. Terms used to describe fracture patterns include: nondisplaced, displaced, transverse, vertical, superior or inferior pole, comminuted, marginal or osteochondral\(^\text{[18,24]}\). Most important to consider are the displacement, orientation and comminution. Also important is the ability to perform a straight leg raise. Vertical, marginal and osteochondral fracture patterns typically present with an intact EM\(^\text{[19]}\). Complex fracture patterns typically have more retinacular and soft tissue disruption.

**Evaluation/Imaging**

Patients complain of anterior knee pain and a hemarthrosis may be present. Depending on severity, straight leg raise may or may not be possible. Low suspicion should exist to obtain imaging\(^\text{[25]}\). Orthogonal knee radiographs should be obtained first (Figure 3). CT may be worthwhile in some cases. Lazaro noted that CT changed operative management in half of cases, especially when there was comminution or inferior pole involvement\(^\text{[26]}\).

**Management**

Surgical indications for fracture fixation include deficient EM,
articul ar step-off > 2 mm, fracture displacement > 1-4 mm, osteochondral fractures or loose bodies. Goals of surgery include stable fixation, articular surface restoration, EM re-establishment and minimal hardware prominence.

Non-operative treatment may be appropriate with non-displaced or minimally displaced fractures with an intact EM. Hinged-knee brace locked in full extension can be placed initially. At two-week follow-up, patients are allowed passive and active range of motion, while locked in extension during weight-bearing. Patients may weight-bear without the brace at six weeks. Studies have supported excellent non-operative outcomes with few failures in appropriate patients.

Multiple methods of fixation exist for patellar fractures, dictated by fracture pattern. The patella is approached through a midline incision, preserving ability to perform total knee arthroplasty in future if necessary. Full thickness flaps are created, and surrounding tissues are evaluated for retinacular tears. In complex patterns, a lateral arthroscopy may improve articular surface reduction but should be used cautiously not to disturb blood supply.

The most common technique used for transverse fractures is tension band wiring (TBW), in order to convert EM tensile forces into compressive forces at the articular surface. To achieve interfragmentary compression, two k-wires are placed across the fracture, close to the cartilaginous surface. Wire is then wrapped anteriorly in a figure-of-eight configuration to provide compression. K-wires should be tamped flush to the bone, but are often prominent, leading to high rates of symptomatic hardware. Rates of symptomatic hardware removal range from 33-50% with use of TBW, although hardware removal does not always improve outcomes. TBW is inexpensive and has generally demonstrated reliable bony healing, but there have been reports of fracture gapping and failure. Smith noted 22% of fractures treated with TBW displaced >2mm post-operatively; several cases were attributed to patient non-compliance but overall, rates were unacceptably high. To address the aforementioned issues, supplemental techniques have been introduced, including cannulated screws being described as a substitute for k-wires in tension band constructs. This involves passing wire through the cannulated screws and reproducing the figure-of-eight configuration anteriorly.

Functional outcomes were improved for the cannulated screw group in Tian’s cohort, but unchanged per LeBrun. Gao used TBW with supplemental mini-fragment plates and noted union with satisfactory outcomes in all patients, reducing fracture displacement concerns in TBW.

With increasing comminution, tension band principles may not provide stable osteosynthesis. In these cases, options include plating, cerclage wiring or patellectomy. Current literature supports patellar preservation and avoidance of complete patellectomy, as this decreases EM mechanical advantage by almost 50%. Patellar preservation and avoidance of complete patellectomy may be appropriate with small, de-vascularized fragments of the superior or inferior poles. At least 60% of native patella should be preserved or functional results are equivalent to complete patellectomy. In cases of partial patellectomy, the QT or PT is whipstitched and advanced to bone. Decreases in patellar alignment and advancement in patellofemoral motion are noted.

Multiple methods of fixation exist for patellar fractures, dictated by fracture pattern. The patella is approached through a midline incision, preserving ability to perform total knee arthroplasty in future if necessary. Full thickness flaps are created, and surrounding tissues are evaluated for retinacular tears. In complex patterns, a lateral arthroscopy may improve articular surface reduction but should be used cautiously not to disturb blood supply.

The most common technique used for transverse fractures is tension band wiring (TBW), in order to convert EM tensile forces into compressive forces at the articular surface. To achieve interfragmentary compression, two k-wires are placed across the fracture, close to the cartilaginous surface. Wire is then wrapped anteriorly in a figure-of-eight configuration to provide compression. K-wires should be tamped flush to the bone, but are often prominent, leading to high rates of symptomatic hardware. Rates of symptomatic hardware removal range from 33-50% with use of TBW, although hardware removal does not always improve outcomes. TBW is inexpensive and has generally demonstrated reliable bony healing, but there have been reports of fracture gapping and failure. Smith noted 22% of fractures treated with TBW displaced >2mm post-operatively; several cases were attributed to patient non-compliance but overall, rates were unacceptably high. To address the aforementioned issues, supplemental techniques have been introduced, including cannulated screws being described as a substitute for k-wires in tension band constructs. This involves passing wire through the cannulated screws and reproducing the figure-of-eight configuration anteriorly. LeBrun and Tian compared tension band models with cannulated screw and k-wires and demonstrated lower rates of symptomatic hardware removal with cannulated screws. Tian also noted less displacement and slightly reduced time to healing in the cannulated screw group.

Functional outcomes were improved for the cannulated screw group in Tian’s cohort, but unchanged per LeBrun. Gao used TBW with supplemental mini-fragment plates and noted union with satisfactory outcomes in all patients, reducing fracture displacement concerns in TBW.

With increasing comminution, tension band principles may not provide stable osteosynthesis. In these cases, options include plating, cerclage wiring or patellectomy. Current literature supports patellar preservation and avoidance of complete patellectomy, as this decreases EM mechanical advantage by almost 50%. Patellar preservation and avoidance of complete patellectomy may be appropriate with small, de-vascularized fragments of the superior or inferior poles. At least 60% of native patella should be preserved or functional results are equivalent to complete patellectomy. In cases of partial patellectomy, the QT or PT is whipstitched and advanced to bone. Decreases in patellar alignment and advancement in patellofemoral motion are noted.

Multiple methods of fixation exist for patellar fractures, dictated by fracture pattern. The patella is approached through a midline incision, preserving ability to perform total knee arthroplasty in future if necessary. Full thickness flaps are created, and surrounding tissues are evaluated for retinacular tears. In complex patterns, a lateral arthroscopy may improve articular surface reduction but should be used cautiously not to disturb blood supply.
Intraoperative patellar tendon rupture with suture anchor

Intraoperative use of fixed angle patellar plating with suture nonabsorbable locking suture should be woven through the tendon.

Ruptures should be repaired quickly, within 2-3 weeks.

Timing and fixation method are again important. In acute ruptures, fixation methods are similar to QT ruptures. With complete PT rupture, surgical repair is almost universally indicated. In acute ruptures, fixation methods are similar to QT ruptures. Timing and fixation method are again important. Repair should be performed within 2-3 weeks. A large, nonabsorbable locking suture should be woven through the tendon.

Some say it would be better termed the, “patellar ligament,” given its bony attachments. However, histologically its makeup is more consistent with tendinous origin. Additionally, it functions as a tendon, connecting the quadriceps musculature to the tibia through the patella.

Nomenclature aside, the PT is a vital portion of the EM. Vascularity of the PT is somewhat complex, derived from a vascular Anastomosis of the superior and inferior geniculate arteries, with contributions from surrounding fat pad.

PATELLAR TENDON RUPTURES

Overview
PT ruptures are the least common EM disruptions, at approximately 10%. They are more common in males younger than age 40, with the majority being sport-related. Mechanism of injury is an eccentric contraction of a flexed knee, with the most common site of rupture at the inferior patella. Risk factors include prior tendinopathy or systemic disease, similar to QT ruptures.

Anatomy/Biomechanics
The PT originates broadly on the deep surface of the inferior patellar pole and attaches narrowly to the tibial tubercle. Some say it would be better termed the, “patellar ligament,” given its bony attachments. However, histologically its makeup is more consistent with tendinous origin. Additionally, it functions as a tendon, connecting the quadriceps musculature to the tibia through the patella.

Nomenclature aside, the PT is a vital portion of the EM. Vascularity of the PT is somewhat complex, derived from a vascular Anastomosis of the superior and inferior geniculate arteries, with contributions from surrounding fat pad.

Evaluation/Imaging
Patients present with an inability to perform a straight leg raise. Patient’s may describe having felt their knee, “pop,” or give way. A palpable defect may be noted at the inferior patella. Orthogonal radiographs should be obtained and commonly demonstrate a joint effusion and patella alta. PT rupture is generally a clinical diagnosis but McKinney noted that 30% of patients with PT ruptures had other injuries identified on MRI, with 75% of “high energy” PT ruptures having associated injuries. While routine MRI is not recommended based on a small body of evidence, low clinical suspicion should exist to obtain MRI.

Management
With partial rupture and intact EM, nonoperative management in an extension brace or cast is possible. This said, cases must be individualized, as repair and/or augmentation may still be considered given the young, athletic population affected.

With complete PT rupture, surgical repair is almost universally indicated. In acute ruptures, fixation methods are similar to QT ruptures. Timing and fixation method are again important. Repair should be performed within 2-3 weeks. A large, nonabsorbable locking suture should be woven through the tendon and reapproximated through transosseous tunnels, suture anchors, or cortical button fixation. Suture anchor preparation is shown in Figure 8. Comparison of transosseous tunnels and suture anchors has shown similar results in PT ruptures when compared to QT ruptures as discussed above. Biomechanical studies by Lanzi and Ettinger demonstrated less gap formation and higher failure loads using suture anchors for PT repair. The debate continues, as Sherman did not show any differences in load to failure. Cortical button fixation has also been explored for PT ruptures. Transosseous tunnels are created and a button device, similar to that used in ACL graft fixation, is inserted, flipped and tensioned over the superior patella. Ode used 23 cadavers to compare transosseous, suture anchor and cortical button repair and noted significantly less gap formation and two-times higher failure loads with cortical buttons compared to the other groups. Comparative clinical trials evaluating PT repair fixation methods remain sparse. Meyer augmented acute repairs with oblique bone tunnels to create a “belt-over-suspenders” repair to compress the repaired tendon. Schütte used an internal brace technique, creating transverse tunnels in the tibial tuberosity and patella and using Arthrex® Fibertapes (Arthrex, Inc; Naples, FL), in “O” and “X” patterns.
configurations tied through the drill holes\textsuperscript{[96]. The authors noted positive results with 10-year follow-up in both acute and chronic ruptures.

Results are inconsistent with chronic PT ruptures or re-ruptures\textsuperscript{[95]. Challenges include tendon quality, retraction and lack of patellar mobility. Prolonged post-operative immobilization is often necessary, leading to quadriceps contracture, weakness and loss of knee flexion\textsuperscript{[97,98]. The patella is pulled proximally secondary to quadriceps contracture and distal patellar mobilization is a primary surgical goal\textsuperscript{[99]. This has been achieved several ways. Rocha de Faria performed a two-stage procedure using patellar skeletal traction to mobilize the patella then used a hamstring autograft passed through transverse tunnels in the tibia and patella\textsuperscript{[71]. They then whipstitched the remaining PT and passed the suture through transosseous tunnels, fixating the graft with interference screws. Other authors have reported good results using hamstring autografts fixed through patellar and tibial bone tunnels, citing low donor morbidity and ability to augment poor native tissue quality. von Glinisni noted full motion and strength at one-year using a semitendinosus autograft, while Van Der Bracht argued for earlier rehabilitation given technique strength\textsuperscript{[97,98]. Other techniques have been used to mobilize the patella. Jain used cerclage wire through transverse holes in the patella and tibia, followed by a QT “turn-down,” sewn into the superior PT defect\textsuperscript{[99]. Similarly, Falconiero and McNally both used cerclage wires to mobilize the patella but reinforced the repair with an achilles allograft\textsuperscript{[99,100]. Both noted mild limitations in knee flexion and diminished quadriceps strength, with secondary surgery for wire removal required. Kumar used a ring-fixator to mobilize the patella and QT and reconstructed the PT with an achilles allograft\textsuperscript{[100]. They noted flexion limitation of 110° and 85% of quadriceps strength compared contralaterally. In cases of chronic tears or re-rupture, one technique cannot be recommended as no comparative, high-level data exists. We recommend following the principles discussed, including patellar mobilization and one of the several native tissue augmentation techniques.

**REHABILITATION**

**Tendon Ruptures**

Similar post-operative rehabilitation protocols have been described for PT and QT repair. Quality prospective studies are lacking, with immobilization time and weight-bearing status being the main protocol differences noted in the literature. Traditionally, patients were immobilized for six weeks post-operatively in a brace or cylinder cast\textsuperscript{[7].

With stronger fixation methods, patients may safely begin rehabilitation sooner with lower failure risk\textsuperscript{[95,102]. Earlier weight-bearing may allow faster remodeling and increased strength in the repaired collagen fibers\textsuperscript{[71]. Rugruff found no difference in QT repair failure with three or six weeks of immobilization post-operatively\textsuperscript{[96]. Some have even suggested immediate full weight-bearing protocols may demonstrate non-inferior outcomes and similar complication rates.

While protocols vary, patients begin weight-bearing-as-tolerated in a hinged-knee-brace in extension post-operatively. Knee flexion is progressed approximately 30° at two-week intervals, with a goal of 90° flexion between six and eight weeks post-operatively. Strengthening exercises are then initiated\textsuperscript{[95,103]. Patients usually return to activities between six and nine months after QT repair and PT repair\textsuperscript{[95,104].

**Patellar Fractures**

Similar debate exists regarding rehabilitation after patellar fixation. Typically, patellar fractures patients may weight-bear-as-tolerated while immobilized in a hinged-knee-brace locked in extension for four weeks post-operatively\textsuperscript{[94]. Isometric exercises are incorporated within two weeks of surgery, with some arguing as early as postoperative day one without complication\textsuperscript{[94]. The brace may be unlocked at four weeks and patients may begin riding a stationary bike without resistance. Targeted strengthening begins six to eight weeks postoperatively once evidence of fracture union is noted\textsuperscript{[94]. Athletes are cleared to return to play when range of motion and strength are similar to the uninjured knee, usually within six to nine months. Of note, athletes may have a difficult time returning to pre-injury levels of competition\textsuperscript{[79].

**CONCLUSION**

EM ruptures are disabling injuries and often require surgical reconstruction. Multiple acceptable techniques exist to repair tendinous ruptures, although new suture anchor and cortical button fixation appear more advantageous biomechanically. Chronic tendon ruptures present difficult problems with no definitive gold-standard technique currently able to be recommended. Multiple methods of fixation appear to lead to reliable union of patellar fractures, while certain techniques may offer improved versatility and lower complication rates.
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